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Reply to Goswami et al., Harihar et al., and Karanth et al.: Fine-scale interactions between tigers and people

We thank Goswami et al. (1), Harihar et al. (2), and Karanth et al. (3), for their interest in our study (4). However, unfortunately their critiques are misinterpretations and misrepresentations of our report. Because of space limits, we can only comment on their main points briefly.

Karanth et al. (3) claim that we prescribed “tiger population sinks over sources as a future strategy.” We do not offer such a prescription. To the contrary, we greatly value the source-sink approach in conservation [e.g., see the book Sources, Sinks and Sustainability edited by, among others, J.L., (5)]. In fact, our report explicitly stated that “the park is an important refuge from high levels of disturbance for tigers” (ref. 4, page 15362).

Our study reported that in and around Nepal’s Chitwan National Park, ecological mechanisms (e.g., tigers temporally avoiding people) and policies (e.g., grazing restrictions, antipoaching patrols) have allowed tigers to spatially coexist with human presence at fine scales. We explicitly defined fine-scale spatial coexistence: tigers “use the exact same point locations” as people (4). However, Harihar et al. (2) obfuscate our definition by defining coexistence as a vague “interspecific dynamic process.”

Harihar et al. (2) question the novelty of our study by citing a study by Karanth and Sunquist (6), but that study was conducted in “disturbance-free habitats,” as stated by the authors. Thus, temporal rather than spatial segregation from human activities in Chitwan reported in our article is indeed a unique finding, and has been recommended “as being of special significance” by Faculty of 1000 (7).

Karanth et al. (3) state that “Even in Chitwan, tiger densities were much higher historically, under stricter regulation of extractive uses.” Their statement is contradictory to the facts. First, the article by Barber-Meyer et al. (8) as cited by Karanth et al. is incorrectly cited. The article does not evaluate tiger density; in fact, it never mentions tiger density in Chitwan, changes in tiger density, or changes in regulation in Chitwan. Second, regulation of extractive uses in Chitwan has become stricter over time since the establishment of the park in 1973 and the buffer zone in 1996. As a result, although the tiger population has been declining worldwide, the tiger population in Chitwan has been growing (9, 10). The tiger density in 2011 in Chitwan was ~60% greater than in the mid 1970s, when the park was established (4, 11), and 146% greater than in the adjoining and ecologically similar Valmiki Tiger Reserve in India (12).

Goswami et al. (1) and Harihar et al. (2) assert that we disregarded the issue of tiger attacks on people in our study. However, our study’s objective was to evaluate the “capacity and mechanisms for tigers to coexist with humans at fine spatial scales” (ref. 4, page 15360). In another recent study we investigated the complex cognitions and emotions people have toward tigers to help mitigate tiger–human conflict in Chitwan (13). Tiger–human coexistence at fine scales does not mean there are no tiger–human conflicts at other scales or at other locations. It is not surprising that tiger attacks on people have increased because both tiger and human populations have increased substantially in Chitwan. The probability of a negative tiger–human encounter logically increases as the numbers of both tigers and people increase. Supporting high (and increasing) tiger densities despite the human population tripling in size from 1971 to 2011 (14) in Chitwan has been widely praised (15).

Harihar et al. (2) claim that 23–30 tigers were poached from 2005 to 2009 in Chitwan. However, this claim is misleading because these numbers are based on tiger parts (e.g., bones, skins) seized by authorities, and in most cases the actual places where these tigers came from cannot be determined. In fact, the World Wildlife Fund recently gave Nepal a “green” score for progress in key aspects of compliance with and enforcement of poaching regulations (16).

Goswami et al. (1) and Harihar et al. (2) confuse detection with occupancy. Our report noted that “human-related covariates did influence the probability of detecting tigers” (ref. 4, page 15361) because tigers were more wary near human settlements. However, the probability of tigers occupying (being present at) locations near or further from human settlements did not significantly differ. Furthermore, Harihar et al. (2) incorrectly compare our occupancy analysis with Barber-Meyer et al. (8), cited in their letter, because the covariates used in Barber-Meyer et al. (8) were completely different from ours.

Harihar et al. (2) assert that the two areas (i.e., inside vs. outside the park) in our study site are not really different from each other. However, the types and degree of human presence (e.g., local residents were three times more prevalent outside the park than inside) and the land-management practices and policies (e.g., exclusion policies inside the park vs. community forestry outside the park) in each area are quite different.

Goswami et al. (1) and Harihar et al. (2) allege that our study provides an inaccurate picture of tiger–human spatial overlap because we did not sample from within human land-uses. It is widely known that tigers cannot exist in nonhabitat areas. Because our research objective was to assess spatial overlap at fine scales, there was no need to sample cities or urban areas that are not suitable habitats for tigers. Rather, we sampled forested areas used by people (for different purposes, such as collection of natural resources and in different magnitudes).

Unlike what Karanth et al. (3) and Harihar et al. (2) claim, our methods of estimating tiger densities adequately addressed issues related to geographic closure and sparse data. First, the spatial capture-recapture model we used does not rely on the
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assumption of geographic closure, but instead accounts for animal movement and detection probability based on activity centers (17). Furthermore, except for one tiger, tigers identified inside and outside the park were detected exclusively within each area. Second, the spatial capture-recapture model uses Bayesian inference, which is ideally suited for sparse data such as ours (18, 19). For example, Sollmann et al. (18) reliably estimated jaguar density from five animals. Moreover, given the tiger’s home range size of ∼20 km² in Chitwan (11), empirical data and simulations (19) suggest that the areas sampled by camera traps inside (∼50 km²) and outside (∼30 km²) the park were more than sufficient to generate reliable density estimates in both areas. We did not use “naïve tiger densities” because they are misleading (3).

Although protected areas and managing human activity for tiger conservation are certainly needed, excluding all activities by millions of people from across the tiger’s remaining range spanning 13 countries is impractical. Nearly 80% of the tiger’s current range is on human-dominated areas beyond protected-area boundaries (20). Complementing existing conservation strategies (e.g., excluding all consumptive activities in some areas) with new approaches informed by multiscalar research on human–tiger interactions is needed to enable tigers to regain lost ground. To explore new approaches that conserve tigers yet meet human needs, as discussed in our report, it is important to study long-term dynamics of coexistence, including thresholds and long-term impacts on tigers and people in Chitwan and elsewhere.
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